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Gas Installer Register
– contractors flex
their muscles
While the vast majority of heating installers and serviceengineers actively support the recently-establishedregister of gas installers, many are concerned that the
overseeing body – the Register of Gas Installers of Ireland (RGII)
– is failing to police and enforce the spirit of the new requirements.
bs news recently conducted a survey among a representative
sample of RGII members which revealed that, despite concerns
about registration costs and the cost of completion certs, their
biggest anxiety was the ease with which unqualified, non-industry
individuals can gain admission to gas installer training schemes
and subsequent automatic RGII membership.
Such is the level of concern among installers that over 100
attended a meeting in Cork convened by the Cork Heating and
Plumbing Alliance. There was also a meeting in Dublin which is
likely to result in the emergence of a new installer representative
body for the Leinster region.
As so often happens, challenging times and situations lead to
positive developments. The critical issues now facing gas installers
has once again galvanised the industry. It would appear that
sooner, rather than later, bona fide installers throughout the entire
country will speak with one voice in an organised, cohesive,
manner.  
That is something which is long overdue and which will benefit
not just installers, but the industry at large. It should be welcomed
and supported by all, especially product suppliers, as a
professional, orderly marketplace is also a profitable one. 
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In variable air volume
HVAC systems, a
computerised control
provides precise
adjustment of air volume
to meet changing system
needs with maximum
energy efficiency. The
Dwyer Series 641 from
Manotherm offers the
perfect solution.
Equipped with an
optional LED display for
local indication of airflow,
the unit provides
a quick, visual
acknowledgement of
proper system
performance. 
The computer reacts to
any change in velocity by
signaling the motor control
to increase or decrease
fan speed to maintain the
required velocity. Taking
inputs from other ambient
condition sensors, it will
establish a new required
air velocity and signal an
appropriate adjustment 
in fan speed. 
Manotherm also has the
ideal solution to ensure
the efficient operation 
of heating and air
conditioning systems
which depend on the
delivery of a balanced,
pre-determined airflow.
Permanent measuring
stations installed in the
ducts enable plant
engineers locate and
correct problems 
before they impact on
performance and
efficiency.
Such stations can use
low-cost Dwyer Mark 11
manometers to indicate 
velocity pressure 
directly as the differential
pressure between
averaging total and static
pressure tips. The
manometer is calibrated
directly in CFM, as the
duct area of the station 
is known.
A dial-type Dwyer
magnehelic differential
pressure gauge can be
used as an alternative 
if preferred.
Contact: Bob Gilbert,
Conor Stead or Robert
Gilbert, Manotherm. 
Tel 01 – 452 2355; 
email: info@manotherm.ie
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Manotherm delivers
maximum energy
efficiency 
NUI Galway Student Awards 
Pictured receiving the RPS Consulting Engineers Prize for
First place in 3rd year BE (Environmental Engineering) Award
from NUI Galway President, Dr James J Browne, is Mary
Keegan from Letterkenny, Co Donegal. Also pictured is Gerry
Carty, Director, RPS Consulting Engineers, Galway and
Professor Gerry Lyons, Dean, College of Engineering and
Informatics, NUI Galway.
The Dwyer Series 641
from Manotherm.
Russell joins Fantech  
Following Fantech’s move to larger premises, the
Dublin-based ventilation company has now expanded
its team with the key appointment of Mark Russell as
Business Development Manager. 
Mark has extensive experience, a high level of
technical expertise and an established track record 
in the building services sector, having worked with 
a number of leading companies in senior positions
over the years.
Mark’s responsibilities
will include developing
Fantech’s market share 
in existing markets, and
identifying opportunities
in new markets.
Commenting on his 
latest challenge, Mark
said: “I am very excited
about my appointment and the opportunities available
for the business. I have every confidence in the
Fantech brand and products, and in the support from
our parent company Elta Group. I am positive our
position in the Irish market can be significantly
strengthened.”  
Contact: Mark Russell, Fantech. Tel: 01 - 452 3211;
info@fantechventilation.com
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AC POWER SYSTEMS
Liebert TVSS
A shield against lightning effects.
Multi-phase, multi-mode transient
voltage surge suppressors for continuous
protection from damaging transients
and electrical line noise.
Liebert Hipulse E 
120-4800 kVA
High power UPS 
with transformer-in
technology.
Liebert Flywheel
Energy Storage System
for applications from
10 to 1000 kVA.
Liebert Active Filter
Active Harmonic Filter
solution from 25 to 200 A.
Liebert NX 10-200 kVA
The next generation UPS, a compact
and adaptive solution for today’s
and tomorrow’s customers’ needs 
which makes use of state-of-the art
technology.
Knürr Miracel
Network racks, Server racks
modular flexible rack systems.
Knürr CoolFlex
Cold Aisle Containment 
system for increased cooling
efficiency.
KNÜRR RACK ENCLOSURES
Liebert XDFN
Liebert XDFN Closed-Loop Rack
Cooling cools the servers, not
the entire room, and provides a 
safe protection to servers at risk
of overheating (up to 30 kW per
rack). Liebert XDFN solutions
provide a complete solution for
redundancy, power protection,
fire supression, and back-up
ventilation.
CLOSED-LOOP COOLING
Liebert HPC
High efficiency aircooled
chillers with a wide offer of
options and configurations,
in a range of 40-1600kW
cooling capacity.
MISSION CRITICAL CHILLER
Liebert HPC-W
Extremely High efficiency
watercooled chillers for
indoor installations
covering the range
280-1200kW.
Liebert HPM
Cabinet air conditioning available
in the range from 4 to 150 kW,
designed for top level
performance and reliability.
ROOM COOLING 
Liebert XDO
The Overhead Cooling Solution
that mounts directly overhead
in the cold aisle.
Liebert XDV
Space saving solution that
cools from the top Liebert XDV
mounts vertically above the 
rack enclosure
The Liebert
Direct System
configuration, is used when a 
Building chilled water system
is not available. A Liebert XDC,
an indoor air-cooled chiller with
remote condenser is used to
cool and pump the XD coolant.
The Liebert XD 
Indirect System
is applied when building chilled
water is available. An XDP pum-
ping unit is used in conjunction
with a chiller, in order to cool
and pump the XD coolant in the 
XDO and XDV terminal units.
Liebert Battery
Monitoring
Monitors your battery system
and prevents premature
failures through first-class
technology.
MONITORING
Liebert Sitescan Web
Web-Based site monitoring,
alarm/event management and
trend/analysis for critical sites.
In all applications housing
sensitive electronic systems.
Liebert
OpenComms Nform
A network communications
system that will enable you
to leverage the distributed
monitoring capabilities of
your network connected
equipment.
Rack PDU
Our range of intelligent
power strips for power
control combined with 
environmental control.
iCOM
Intelligent Control
Advanced Ethernet-connected 
controller for Liebert cooling
products
IP
IP
IP
IP IP
IP
IP
Leave That To US!
You Don’t Need to Be an
Expert In Power And Cooling!
Whether you're designing or operating a 10 sqm Server Room
or 1000 sqm Datacentre, Emerson Network Power has the
Power & Cooling solution to suit your requirements.
UPS, STS, Chillers, Room Cooling, Rack Cooling,
Cold Aisle containment, On-line Datacentre monitoring;
all backed by local 24/7/365 service support.
™
Unit A6, Centre Point Business Park, 
Oak Road, Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Tel: 01 - 409 8912;    Fax: 01 - 409 8916; 
email: info@coreac.com;    Web: www.coreac.com
Business-Critical Continuity Expert
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Callister and Daly spearhead Kinviro expansion
On 1 January last Alan Callister joined Frank Daly of Kinviro Ltd as a fellow
Director, bringing with him many years of experience in building services, along with
the Domosolutions heat metering range from Watts Industries. Added to the equally-
extensive experience of Frank and the Dachs micro
CHP range already in the Kinviro portfolio, this now
makes it one of the foremost knowledge-based
heating solutions providers in the country. 
Commenting on the move, Peter McEntee, Sales
Director for Watts Industries UK, said: “At Watts
Industries we are continually looking to develop our
products and services to meet the challenges of the
market. We feel that Kinviro share our vision and
commitment to support consultants, contractors 
and end-users, so it makes a good synergy. This
partnership will bring real benefits to the market 
as this important area of technology develops.”
Alan now looks after Watts Industries’ interests in
both the Irish and UK markets and, despite the industry downturn, has recently
witnessed a resurgence of interest from developers looking to future projects.
For a comprehensive overview of the products and service support provided 
by Kinviro, see the four-page special beginning on page 19 of this issue. 
Kinviro will also be exhibiting at the Energy Show, RDS, April 14th and 15th, and
Frank and Alan will be available to outline their product offering in person at stand
number C7/B8. 
Specifiers guide
to copper
pipework
Specifying the right building
material involves a highly-
complicated decision-making
process and is fundamental to
the success of all construction
projects. The products used
must meet the highest standards
of quality and, more importantly,
they must be materials that
specifiers can trust.
Copper Pipework Services 
in Modern Buildings – A
Specifier’s Guide is a new
publication from the UK Copper
Board that explains the many
reasons for selecting copper
tube and fittings for building
services. It details the
performance characteristics of
copper, the durability and
reliability of pipework in service,
and how copper is recycled and
its environmental impact
assessed.
The new publication can be
requested or downloaded via
the UK Copper Board website
www.ukcopperboard.co.uk.
Alan Callister,
Director,
Kinviro Ltd
Daikin Zeas compact refrigeration units
The Daikin Zeas range was developed for deep freezing and medium-temperature
applications and comprises refrigeration condensing units that offer high
performance, low operating costs, low sound emissions and renowned 
Daikin reliability.
A single system can supply optimum cooling to multiple refrigeration units,
each receiving just the amount of cooling capacity it needs. Inverter control of
the scroll compressor maintains high efficiency, even in partial load conditions,
resulting in decreased CO2 emissions, reduced operating costs, and highly-
efficient and reliable performance in a wide range of applications. 
A new economiser function allows increased cooling capacity – and hence
efficiency – without increasing system size. Zeas also introduces the use of R-
410A refrigerant in refrigeration applications, currently the best compromise
available for the environment, energy efficiency and equipment cost.
Zeas provides adaptable cooling capacity for multiple evaporators or variable
refrigeration loads in ambient temperatures from -15°C to 43°C, with
evaporating temperatures from -45°C to +10°C. A range of models in single,
double or triple compressor systems (from 5 to 20 HP) are available for
freezing and cooling applications.  
Contact: Daikin Europe NV (Ireland Office). Tel: 01 – 642 3430; 
email: info@daikin.ie4
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The new TA-SCOPE
measuring instrument has 
been specifically designed for 
use by consultants, contractors
and building engineers who need
to access data and maintain the
design temperature, flow and
volume in waterborne heating 
and cooling systems. 
Removing the need for
cumbersome monometer devices,
the TA-SCOPE is a much smaller,
wireless, handheld and user-
friendly instrument designed to
verify, measure and balance 
the flow, differential pressure,
temperature and power of
complex systems efficiently.
Hydronic networks can be
created with the TA-SCOPE,
which integrates with TA-Balance
software to aid trouble-shooting
and data logging. An independent
sensor communicates with the 
TA-SCOPE to deliver data quickly,
thereby enabling contractors to
balance a system, troubleshoot
hydronic problems and log 
system performance. 
Because data is captured
digitally, the TA-SCOPE can be
connected to a computer using 
a USB cable so that information
can be uploaded to TA Select, 
the HVAC design software. This
means it is easy for consultants
and designers to determine the
most economical system design,
the correct size valve
requirements and pre-setting
values. From here the user can
print reports taken directly from
the system using the TA-SCOPE. 
With a simple user interface, the
TA-SCOPE is designed with the
user in mind. The intuitive icon
display makes navigating the 
tools quick and easy. Low power
consumption and long battery life
means that one full charge of 
the unit provides three full days of
wireless performance, eliminating
the risk of downtime during a site
survey or monitoring job. The
compact size of the unit means 
it is easily transportable in
comparison to other standard-
size units, slipping easily into a
pocket while onsite.
Peter Rees, Technical Director
for Tour & Andersson explains 
the importance of measuring
waterborne systems and the 
need to do this in an efficient
manner: “Without measuring,
waterborne heating and cooling
systems can very quickly become
less efficient as the flow, volume,
pressure and temperatures shift
from the set point. This costs the
building owner or end user in both
energy and carbon emissions,
which could be avoided through
the correct measuring and
balancing of the system. By
measuring and troubleshooting
using a device such as the new
TA-SCOPE, a system can be
maintained as it was designed 
to operate – energy-efficiently 
and cost-effectively.”
For further information visit
www.tourandersson.com  
Tour & Andersson to unveil energy-
efficient balancing solutions at SEI
Energy Show
bs news  March/April 2010
The leader in hydronic balancing, Tour & Andersson, will
introduce its innovative HVAC measuring device, the TA-
SCOPE, to the Irish market at the SEI Energy Show in 
the RDS (14/15 April 2010).
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It is difficult to imagine
today's world without the use
of copper – electrical energy,
heating, air conditioning,
plumbing, transport and
communications are all
important aspects of our
everyday lives which could
not exist in the way that we
know it without the substantial
use of copper components. 
Copper is especially
significant in respect of
building services, particularly
with the emergence of
renewables and the
sustainable industry sectors.
To that end Irish Metal
Industries (IMI) is Ireland’s
leading copper supplier,
offering a complete range 
of copper tube for hot and
cold water installation
services, sanitation, central
heating, air conditioning,
medical gas and numerous
other building and
engineering applications. 
IMI offers copper tube to 
IS EN1057 carrying the 
Irish Standard Mark, BSI
Kitemarked tube to BS
EN1057, and an extensive
range of plastic-coated tube.
The portfolio includes high-
performance copper tubes,
both bare and covered, 
which are ideal for any
plumbing and heating
application, as well as for 
the distribution of medical
gases in the healthcare
industry.
Copper tubes offer long 
life, strength and maximum
corrosion-resistance 
and thus meet all the
requirements for trusted and
sure plumbing and heating
systems. Copper tubes have
long been considered ideal
for all domestic applications
such as hot water, cold water,
drinking water, heating, gas,
distribution of combustible
fuels and drainage systems.
This continues to be the 
case but copper is now also
emerging as the product 
of choice for quality
renewable/sustainable
systems such as geothermal
energy installations.
Copper is a natural 
and completely recyclable
element which has excellent
properties in the search for
alternative energies, such as
those sources of energy that
encourage sustainable 
growth without damaging 
the environment. 
“Because of the physical-
mechanical properties of
copper”, says Conor Lennon,
General Manager, IMI, 
“we are very observant of
renewable energies and
aware of the role that copper
products can play in the
development of new products
in this sector. Particularly in
the area of solar heating
systems, IMI offers a range 
of specific products that 
are used as components in
solar collectors”.
The same applies to 
air conditioning. The main
elements that make up an 
ac system require copper
tubes to more effectively
perform their function. 
Copper tubes are
indispensable for the
distribution of liquids used 
in condensers and
evaporators, which represent
the main part of an ACR
system. They are also used
for connecting the various
elements in order to ensure 
a correct installation 
of the system. “The core
inherent properties, 
strengths and health 
benefits of copper for use 
in what is now referred to 
as building services have
made it the product of choice
for centuries“, says Conor
Lennon. “As the sector has
matured and developed, so
too has the use and
application of copper. Now,
with renewables and
sustainability emerging as the
dominant force in building
services, copper is once
again proving itself the 
ideal solution.”
Contact: Conor Lennon,
IMI. Tel: 01 - 640 - 4769;
email: conor.lennon@
irishmetalindustries.com
bs news  March/April 2010
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IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES
Copper rises to
meet renewables
challenge
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 Welcome Estía to your home! 
 Air-to-water Heat Pump System 
Heat Pump System
Air to water
8 kW 11/14 kW
Hot water cylinder
Outdoor unit
Hydro unit
*  11 kW model 
 World-leading energy effi  ciency –  COP of 4.66 * 
Comfortable heating and hot water supply
Versatile installation and operation
DC twin rotary compressor innovation
DC inverter technology
Ideal ecological and economical solution 
for your home or business
Hot water cylinder
Hydro unit
Outdoor unit
Tel: 01 286 4377 Email: info@gtphelan.ie
Project1:Layout 1  17/03/2010  10:30  Page 1
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Although the majority of
airborne particulate emissions
are generated by road traffic,
there is also a small
contribution from biomass
boilers. New air quality
legislation, therefore, may
also have an impact on the
specification of biomass
boilers and associated
filtration systems, says Kevin
Stones, Engineering and
Service Director with Hoval. 
EC Directive 2008/50/EC,
Ambient Air Quality and
Cleaner Air for Europe, came
into force on 11 June 2008
and must be transposed into
national legislation no later
than June 2010. A key factor
is that it seeks to create a
control framework for particles
down to a diameter of 2.5
microns (PM2.5). In the past,
emphasis has been on
particles with a diameter of 
10 microns or above (PM10)
and, crucially, the traditional
filters used with biomass
boilers (cyclones and multi-
cyclones) are not able to filter
particles down to PM2.5.
Consequently, we will soon 
be faced with a need for more
efficient, retrofittable filtration
of particulate emissions from
biomass boilers.
Size matters
The level of emissions from 
a biomass boiler will vary with
the quality of the fuel and
combustion efficiency of the
boiler. So, using boilers that
comply with EN 303-5 Class
3, in conjunction with high
quality fuel, is the first step 
in minimising particulate
emissions.
Many biomass installations
already use a cyclone or
multi-cyclone but these are
totally dependent on the mass
of the particles removal so,
while they remove around
50% of coarser particles, 
they do not remove particles
below PM10.
An alternative is electrostatic
precipitation but electrostatic
filters tend to be expensive
and very large – often too
large for typical plant rooms.
Until recently there has not
been a financially-viable
alternative but Hoval has now
optimised a ceramic filter that
was already in use in
industrial applications for use
in biomass installations –
without making the overall
cost of the installation
prohibitive.
Capable of removing up to
96% of PM2.5 and PM10
particles, ceramic filters can
be used with any type of
biomass boiler and can be
retrofitted to existing
installations. They are
connected to the back of the
boiler, in the same way as a
cyclone. Each unit contains a
matrix of porous ceramic tubes
which are closed at the lower
end. The number of tubes in
each matrix is aligned with flue
gas volumes for each boiler.
As flue gases are drawn
through the filter by an inline
fan, the gases are able to
pass through the walls of the
ceramic tubes, while particles
are trapped. At regular
intervals (timed and/or in
response to a pressure drop
across the filter) a pulse of 
air is used to dislodge the
particles, which fall into a
collection bin.
Moving forward
There is a very real concern
that failing to control
particulate emissions could
severely curtail the potential
for biomass which, in turn,
would have a significant
impact on the ability to reduce
carbon emissions. Hoval CF
filters have the potential to
meet the challenge of
particulate emissions and
ensure that biomass remains
as a viable element in
Ireland’s renewable heating
strategy without
compromising on air quality.
Contact: Hoval Ltd. 
Tel: 0044 – 1636 672711; 
email: sales@hoval.co.uk;
www.hoval.co.uk
bs news  March/April 2010
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HOVAL 
Facing up to biomass
emissions 
Hoval biomass boiler8
Hoval’s optimised ceramic filter
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Underfoor Heating Systems Commercial Underfoor Heating
Systems
Alpha Gas Condensing Boilers
with Gas Saver
Mitsubishi Air to Water Heat
Pumps
Solartherm Solar Panel Systems Geothermal Heatpumps
Eco-Combi Multi-Energy Tanks Merlin Energy Management
Systems
Daikin Air to Water Heat Pumps
9 City East Business Park Peamount Business Centre
Ballybrit, Co. Galway Newcastle, Co. Dublin Email: info@uni-therm.net
Tel: 091-380 038 Tel: 01-610 9153 Web: www.uni-therm.net
Fax: 091-380 039 Fax: 01-621 2939
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Unitherm Heating Systems
is one of Ireland’s leading
suppliers of innovative,
sustainable, heating systems.
It has a portfolio of top-quality
products from renowned
European manufacturers, and
delivers custom-designed
heating solutions
incorporating high-efficiency,
engineering-led, technologies.
It initially concentrated on
underfloor heating for
domestic and commercial
installations but now offers
fully-integrated solutions
which include complete
control packages.
Every system is
individually-designed and
supplied with full mechanical
and electrical CAD drawings.
Indeed, a key strength of the
service provided is its ability
to interface with, and support,
both the electrical contractor
and heating installer, 
right through to final
commissioning.
The product portfolio
includes established, market-
leading, brands such as
Alpha, Solartherm, Mitsubishi
Electric, Oventrop and IVT.
The choice of solutions
offered is extensive, with
products and systems
available to cater for all
manner and size of
application.
Unitherm can design
systems using combined heat
sources such as Solartherm
panels, heatpump and a
boiler or solid fuel stove etc.
This can be achieved through
their Eco-combi multi-energy
tank which will allow up to
three heat sources. The
whole system can be
controlled by using an
advanced Merlin Control 
& Regulating Unit which
combines various open-loop
and closed-loop control
functions. In addition to the
weather dependent control 
of the boiler and the heating
circuits, it naturally also
controls the hot water supply,
allowing hot water to be
controlled at various times
and temperatures over a 
24-hour period.
On the boiler side, Alpha
high-efficiency condensing
boilers offer a comprehensive
range of Sedbuk Band A rated
combination, system and
regular gas boilers with
outputs from 12kW up to
115kW. Apart from new
installations, the Alpha range
is ideal for retrofit and
refurbishment as older,
inefficient boilers can be
replaced without the need to
replace pipework.
Alpha has a pedigree 
going back 40 years with 
a reputation for constantly
introducing innovative
products incorporating
cutting-edge technology. 
This is particularly true of its
renewables products which
are specifically designed to be
compatible with the core boiler
ranges. The Alpha GasSaver
and Alpha SolarSmart are
typical examples. 
GasSaver is easily installed
between the boiler and the
flue and delivers hot water
savings of up to 37% and gas
consumption reductions of as
much as 52%. It also reduces
pluming as gases expelled
through the terminal are
significantly cooler, which in
turn saves energy and helps
the environment.
SolarSmart also delivers
impressive energy-related
savings by making solar-
based domestic hot water
heating more accessible and
cost-effective than ever
before. The system consists
of a solar collector panel,
drain-back unit, solar cylinder
and solar valve. All items are
WRAS approved and come
with a 10-year guarantee,
provided all recommended
installation guidelines are
followed.
Then there is the Ecodan
air to water heat pump from
Mitsubishi Elecrtric. Using
proven heat pump technology,
Ecodan utilises naturally-
occuring energy from the air
and uses this to provide
domestic space heating and
hot water. It is easy to install
and reduces CO2 emissions
by up to 50% while delivering
savings of 30% on home
heating running costs.
Meanwhile IVT is one of
Europe’s longest-established
heat pump specialists with a
reputation for developing
innovative heat pump
solutions dating back over 30
years. It offers an extensive
range of heat pumps
designed to extract heat from
everything from soil, rock,
water and outdoor air right
through to ventilation exhaust
air. It also has a strong history
of collaborating with other
world-leading brands in
related areas of expertise. 
Taken together, the
foregoing represents what 
is undoubtedly one of the
strongest heating portfolios
available in Ireland. When
combined with the expertise
and experience of Unitherm
Heating Systems’ personnel,
it makes for a formidable
market force offering infinite
heating solutions for all
manner of application.
Contact: Unitherm 
Heating Systems. 
Dublin: Tel: 01 – 610 9153;
Galway: Tel: 091 – 380 038;
email: info@uni-therm.net
bs news  March/April 2010
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UNITHERM HEATING SYSTEMS 
Saving the environment
with sustainable solutions
Alpha gas condensing boilers
with gas saver.10
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For over 150 years the
Potterton name has been
synonymous with top-quality,
high-specification products.
All  benefit from world-class
manufacturing skills, are easy
to install, reliable in service,
and comply with all existing
and pending regulations.
They are also renowned for
their innovative features and
pioneering design concepts.
The new Potterton Solar
water heating system is 
a typical example. 
With Potterton Solar 
water is heated in an 
indirect way via a ready-
mixed water and glycol
solution which circulates
inside a pipe network
between the solar panel 
and the cylinder coil. 
As the solar energy is
absorbed by the panel, the
fluid heats up and is
transferred to the cylinder,
heating the water via the
dedicated solar cylinder 
coil. On leaving the coil, 
the cooler fluid makes its 
way back up to the solar
panel where the process
starts again. 
Guaranteed for 10 years,
the Potterton Solar system
incorporates a contractor-
friendly design. In addition,
Potterton Myson Ireland 
runs a dedicated training
programme for contractors 
to ensure simple, trouble-
free, installation. 
To further help installers
win new business additional
new products are constantly
being added to the range. 
These complement 
existing products which
include the Performa SL 
heat-only boiler. This model 
is for installation on older
systems where cast iron heat
exchangers have traditionally
proved more tolerant to
system debris. 
Meanwhile, established
market-leading models
continue to be available.
These include:
Promax System HE Plus 
Fully modulating high-
efficiency heating and hot
water boilers with outputs
ranging from 6.8kW to 32kW.
Incorporating a separate
hot water cylinder, the units
have built-in frost protection
and flues that can befitted
almost anywhere in suitable
applications. 
Promax Combi HE Plus 
Compact, wall-mounted boiler
available in two models with
fully modulating outputs
from8.7kW to 33kW. Includes
built-in frost protection,
wireless thermostats and
automatic pump. 
Promax HE Plus 
Deceptively small but very
powerful, there are three wall-
mounted models in this range
of heating-only boilers with
modulating outputs from
9.14kW to 30kW. 
Promax FSB 30 HE 
High-efficiency, floor-standing
range of modulating boilers
designed to fit under standard
worktop. Outputs go from
9.3kW to 30.2kW; suitable 
for fully-pumped, open or
sealed systems. 
Potterton Suprima HE 
The  Suprima HE range low-
lift-weight, compact boiler is
available in six outputs –
from 30,000Btu/h to 
80,000 Btu/h.  
Potterton System SE 
This range comprises four
gas fired, wall-mounted
standard efficiency natural
gas and LPG system boilers
combining elegant design
with sophisticated electronic
monitoring and controls. 
Potterton Suprima SE
A limited range of cast 
iron, standard efficiency,
boilers will continue to be
available from stock. 
Potterton Commercial 
The Potterton Commercial
range(outputs from 40kW
to2500kW) includes high-
efficiency floor and wall
mounted models, including
the new Sirius wall-hung unit
(outputs from 50kW to
110kW). 
Vincent Broderick,
Potterton Myson Ireland 
says: “As we move to the 
era of high-efficiency boilers,
installers need to be aware 
of the requirements in order
to maximise the efficiency
which customers will 
expect. 
“Potterton Myson once
again offers installers an
opportunity to participate in
product training on all ranges.
This programme is ongoing
so, applications are always
welcome. 
Contact: Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 - 459 0870;
email:post@pottertonmyson.ie
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POTTERTON
Potterton Solar
spearheads
renewables initiative
The innovative Potterton Solarindirect water heating system.12
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Following the EU
commitment to reduce energy
consumption by 20% by
2020, energy waste from
residential space heating 
and domestic hot water 
have been identified as key
reduction targets. Air-to-
water heat pumps are
considered a major tool in 
this effort and are now
classified as a renewable
energy technology.
It is against this
background that the new
Toshiba Estia air to water
heat pump range was
developed. This is an all-in-
one system designed to
deliver the right temperature
for space heating, for
domestic sanitary hot water,
and with the additional
advantage of offering air
conditioning in the warmer
seasons (assuming fan 
coils are used).
Toshiba air to water heat
pump systems can manage
two independent zones,
enabling the delivery of 
water to diverse emitters at
different temperature levels
up to 550C. This results in
greater energy savings while
the use of the Toshiba high-
efficiency heat pump offers
the additional bonus of 
long-term reliability.
Underpinning the
performance and lifespan 
of the system is Toshiba’s
inverter technology which
incorporates the new vector-
controlled, intelligent power
drive unit which enables a
wider range of frequencies
and voltages. In addition, 
the Toshiba twin rotary
compressor has a wide
capacity range with an
effective system of power
limitation which reduces
power consumption.
Performance is further
improved by the high-speed
inverter circuit which
calculates and optimises 
the power supply to the
compressor.
With its best in class COP,
the Toshiba Estia air to water
heat pump delivers more
heating power with less
energy consumption, using
high-quality components 
and materials which
contribute to overall savings
in energy consumption. 
With the Toshiba advanced
inverter, the system only
delivers the heating 
capacity required, thus
consuming only the
necessary electricity.
The hot water temperature
is also optimised depending
on external temperatures.
During milder conditions 
the system automatically
produces lower water
temperatures, anticipating
reduced heating demands
internally. The same control
logic allows it to anticipate
heating needs when external
temperatures drop. This
overall temperature
management gives the 
best conditions of comfort.
Toshiba Estia heat pumps
can be used in combination
with different types of emitters
such as low-temperature
radiators, underfloor heating,
or fan coils. It can also 
produce water at different
temperatures for several
applications simultaneously. 
Estia has been 
designed to operate in the
most challenging Irish
conditions and is capable 
of producing hot water 
with external temperatures 
as low as -150C. The system
will continue to produce hot 
water when the external
temperature is +250C.
Quick and easy to 
install, the hydro unit can 
be placed safely in the most
suitable place within the
house. The compact outdoor
unit can be placed anywhere
outside the house or on a
balcony.
The intelligent Toshiba
control balances the energy
source in the most efficient
way. The remote controller 
is designed to be simple,
intuitive and easy to use 
with a capacity for two 
zones’ parameters to be
controlled and displayed
simultaneously. An area 
is also dedicated to the
domestic hot water
management settings 
and operations.
Estia is covered by a
Toshiba 3-year warranty
covering parts with a 
labour allowance.
Contact: Derek Phelan, 
GT Phelan. 
Tel: 01 – 286 4377; 
email: derek@gtphelan.ie
www.gtphelan.ie
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GT PHELAN
Toshiba Estia – the
heating and cooling
system of the future 
14
Hot water temperatures range
Domestic hot 
water
Outdoor unit Hydro unit Domestic hot water tank
Mid temperature radiator
Fan coil unit
Floor heating
up to +55 °C
up to +55 °C
from +40 °C to +75 °C
up to +35/40°C
DOMESTIC HOT WATER SPACE HEATING
Estía represents breakthrough thinking in intelligent heat pump and
inverter technologies, by efficiently transferring ambient thermal heat
from outside air to heat water indoors.
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Changes in building
regulations and a rise in 
the awareness of green or
renewable energy, combined
with government initiatives 
on sustainability, have led 
to an increased acceptance 
of alternative methods of
home heating. 
“As often happens when 
a market opportunity like 
this occurs, there is a
concomitant explosion of
suppliers” says Paul
Schweppe of Core AC. 
“This is the case with the 
Irish heat pump market 
where there are now multiple
brands listed on the SEI
Greener homes website. 
“However, at times like 
this it is best to go with
someone who has a proven
track record in this area of
expertise, and thus avoid
mistakes which can prove
costly and damaging, both 
in terms of finance and
reputation. 
“Carrier is the number one
selling brand of chillers, not
only in Ireland but also
worldwide. This position has
been achieved by providing
an appropriately-costed
product that meets the needs
of specifiers and end-users, 
is both reliable and energy
efficient, and is backed by a
world class service and after
sales organisation. 
“So what makes a Carrier
heat pump different? Firstly,
from the specifier’s point of
view these heat pumps
represent very little risk. As
with our chillers, our heat
pumps can be provided as
complete packaged systems
– all pumps, UFH controls,
interconnecting cables, safety
devices, etc are included. 
“Secondly, Carrier heat
pumps are designed to 
be installed by competent
tradesmen ... requiring no
specialist training or
understanding in heat pump
technology. The best
comparison we can make 
is that fitting one of these
systems is no more
complicated than fitting 
a wall hung boiler.
“Finally, our Carrier
systems offer the highest
level of comfort available 
on the market. From it’s
inception 25 years ago, the
Nexa brand was always 
seen as delivering the 
highest level of residential
comfort to the end-user. 
“Nexa by Carrier uses
state-of-the-art technology 
in all its control systems.
Rather than opt for the more
common and cheaper on/off
thermostatic type controls,
Nexa chose to employ
resistive-type room sensors
which have a high degree of
accuracy and have combined
these with proportionally-
activated motorised valves. 
“This type of system has
more in common with the
high-end building
management systems used in
industry than the conventional
heating system found in many
contemporary residences.
This fully automated weather-
compensated control is the
key to the tight control that
Carrier can offer end users of
our systems”   
Air Source or Ground
Source?
As a provider of both ground
source and air source Carrier
heat pumps, Core Engineers
are well qualified to consult
and advise on each particular
application, and to then
recommend the most
appropriate solution for that
project. Generally speaking,
only if the ambient
temperature drops below 
-100C for 10 consecutive 
days would Core recommend
a ground source system. 
“Carrier air to water heat
pumps are particularly suited 
to our climate”, says Austin
McDermott, Managing
Director of Core AC. 
“Unlike units designed 
for use in areas such as
Scandinavia or Central
Europe, they can handle 
high humidity conditions 
with ease. The defrost cycle,
often seen as a limiting factor
with air to water heat pumps,
is handled with ease. A
combination of smart controls
that measure and compare
ambient and evaporating
temperatures and compressor
running pressures allows
Carrier to optimise energy
usage on the defrost cycle
while the ‘tall and thin’ profile
of the outdoor coil reduces
the potential for ice to form 
in the first place.” 
Contact: Paul Schweppe,
Technical Sales Engineer,
Core Renewables.
Tel: 01 - 409 8912; 
email: paul@coreac.com
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CORE RENEWABLES
Choosing a heat
pump? ... talk to
Core
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CLIMATE COMFORT
All Seasons
Heating
Air Conditioning
Applied Systems
Refrigeration
Heating - Domestic hot water - Cooling
Daikin launch NEW air to water heat pump for apartments
High efficiency
Environmental friendly
Cooling possibility
Savings on running costs
Maximum comfort
For more information
Telephone:
01- 642 3430
E-mail:
info@daikin.ie
Web:
www.daikin.ie
HT Outdoor HT Indoor Monobloc Split System Drain-Back
Solar Tank
Solar Panel
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Heat pump and heat
recovery technologies are
already well known in building
services with a proven track
record for high efficiencies 
in respect of heating and
cooling. Mitsubishi Electric
has now harnessed the
respective strengths of both
technologies and incorporated
them into the new City Multi
Air to Water (ATW) Series to
provide hot water.
Compared to conventional
boiler systems, ATW offers
infinite design flexibility,
excellent energy efficiency
and reduced CO2 emissions.
There is also a significant
reduction in capital costs 
as ATW provides hot water 
by means of electricity,
thereby eliminating the 
need for a separate gas
installation.
City Multi outdoor units –
both air-cooled heat pump/
heat recovery or water-cooled
heat pump/heat recovery –
can be connected to the ATW
system depending on the
system structure.
This new highly-advanced
City Multi ATW system is
available in a choice of two
types of unit — a booster unit
and a HEX (heat exchanger)
unit. The booster unit
provides hot water to a
maximum of 70oC and the
HEX unit 45oC in heating and
down to 8oC in cooling. Both
are suitable for homes,
offices, restaurants or 
hotels and provide the perfect
indoor environment while
reducing running costs and
harmful emissions.
Booster Unit
Benefiting from the heat
recovery operation of the City
Multi R2 system, the booster
unit converts energy from the
air to higher temperatures
suitable for supplying hot
water and results in virtually
no energy waste. This unit is
best suited to applications
such as sanitary water,
showers, etc. The booster
unit is connected to a BC
controller with refrigerant
pipes, and to the water tank
with water pipes. The waste
heat from the cooling
operation is used for heating
to provide hot water.
HEX Unit
Meanwhile, by utilising 
waste heat from the City Multi
R2 outdoor unit for heating
operation in the HEX unit, it is
possible to supply hot water
with high efficiency. Also,
even when connected to the
City Multi Y series, it provides
efficient operation compared
to a conventional system.
The HEX unit is best suited
to underfloor heating, panel
heating, and fan coil unit
(AHU) applications. As with
the booster unit, it is
connected to a BC controller
with refrigerant pipes, and to
the water tank with water
pipes. However, it is not
equipped with a compressor.
Ecodan
Also available from 
Mitsubishi Electric is the 
Ecodan air source heat 
pump which consists of an
external packaged system
with a built-in water
exchanger which is plumbed
in like a conventional oil/gas
boiler unit.
It harvests renewable, 
low-grade energy from the
outdoor air and upgrades this
into useful heat to supply a
home with hot water and
heating. For every 1kW of
electricity fed into Ecodan, at
least 3kW of heating energy
is returned. It can work
efficiently all year round, even
if the outdoor temperature
should drop to -15oC.
Installation costs vary from
property to property but, as 
a guide, costs are similar 
to that of a conventional 
gas boiler.
From data provided by
BRE testing (the UK's 
leading centre for
independent advice for 
the built environment), 
and from case study 
analysis, running costs 
can be reduced over a
conventional gas boiler 
by approximately 35%, 
using standard tariff
electricity.
Contact: Paul Sexton,
Mitsubishi Electric. 
Tel: 01 – 419 8800; email:
paul.sexton@meir.mee.com
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Air to water series best
solution for heating,
cooling and DHW
Heating air twin module from Mitsubishi Electric.18
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Energy Saving Solutions 
in Partnership with 
Market Leading Brands
Specialist Products
by
Product Specialists
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Kinviro Ltd is a knowledge-based,
engineering-led, solutions provider
specialising in energy-saving micro CHP
and energy metering systems. Its
principal supply partners are SenerTec,
the world’s leading manufacturer of
micro CHP systems and Watts Industries,
developers of the innovative
Domosolutions range of energy metering
(see page opposite).
Specialist Products by
Product Specialists
Kinviro Directors Frank Daly and Alan Callister.
Directors Frank Daly and Alan Callister are both highly-
qualified engineers and, what sets Kinviro apart from other
industry players, is the application of their combined
strengths and experience to assist specifiers and installers
when providing high-performing, cost-effective, energy-
efficient heating and hot water solutions.
With the introduction of the Energy Performance 
of Buildings Directive (EPBD) and the subsequent
enforcement of BER certification – coupled with rising
energy costs – specifiers and clients alike are now more
conscious than ever of the need for genuinely-sustainable
heating systems. 
Serving the heating and hot water requirements of large,
mixed-use developments and apartment complexes
requires an innovative approach, especially in order to meet
the energy performance criteria of new building regulations.
Centralised energy generation with a renewable or efficient
energy input, coupled with accurate metering, is the answer.    
Such district/community heating schemes are cost-
effective to install, easy to manage, eradicate the need for
separate water storage in individual apartments, and do
away with the need for costly maintenance of individual
boilers.
Kinviro has been, and still is, involved in a number of such
projects. Domosolutions from Watts Industries are metering
systems specifically designed for centralised energy
sources, while inclusion of SenerTec’s micro CHP, the
Dachs, in the central energy centre is a cost-effective
method of meeting building energy targets.
While the quality characteristics of the respective product
ranges are long-established and field-proven, critical to the
performance of the turnkey solutions devised by Kinviro is
the engineering input of Frank and Alan. They provide
project consultation, design assistance, technical support,
installation guidance and commissioning advice, working
closely with the consulting engineer and contractor to
ensure optimum system efficiencies and energy savings.
As the foregoing illustrates, what Kinviro represents is
Specialist Products by Product Specialists.
www.kinviro.com
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Watts Industries Italia, part of the Watts Industries Group, is a leader in the
heating, air conditioning and plumbing market. The company is well-known for
the fundamental role it plays in the sector, with the launch of systems and
products such as flush Modul manifolds, zone control, quick-connect one-piece
fittings, balancing valves, heat metering/billing systems and hydraulic backflow
preventer units.
Domosolutions is one of the key ranges within the portfolio and is available in
two distinct categories – Domocal and Domocompact. 
Domocal offers metering of energy drawn from district heating systems,
whether it is for heating purposes or for the instantaneous production of sanitary
hot water. The unit can produce hot water at 30 litres per minute and has an
integral cold water consumption meter measuring usage associated with individual
consumption. In all Domocal has 63 different configurations from which to choose.
Domocompact offers versatility as well as practicality, and has the capacity to meter two separate
heating circuits, cold water usage, and sanitary hot water generated from a centralised source.
Both units come complete with energy meter installed and pre-wired, as well as full insulation to eliminate the
heat losses.
Benefits
 Suitable for condensing and non-condensing applications  Insulated jacket to eliminate heat loss
 Easily integrated for accurate billing  Can be wall or flush-mounted
 Fully integrated metering system, including cold water  Continuous hot water at a rate of 30lts per
metering minute at 400C
Domosolutions Interface Units
Dachs Micro CHP
The Dachs is a micro combined heat and power (CHP) system that suits the
smaller energy consumer but which can also be configured to meet larger sites’
requirements in multi-module arrangements.
It is the most widely-used CHP system in Europe with over 20,000 units installed,
and is also the most popular micro CHP in Ireland, having been installed in
numerous sites across the island of Ireland.
Developed and manufactured by German company SenerTec GmbH, it is a
packaged unit designed to operate on natural gas or LPG, and is
best suited to applications where there is a continuous demand
for heat and electricity such as nursing homes, small hospitals, fire
stations, hotels, swimming pools and district heating.
The Dachs SE System can be configured to meet the varying
heat and power demands of different building types. Therefore,
Dachs installations range from stand-alone units to full systems
working in conjunction with other sources of heat and power.
Benefits
 Reliable, tried and tested,  Reduced energy 
20-year-old technology consumption
 Increased energy performance  Reduced carbon footprint
Dachs and Domosolutions Applications 
 Apartment Buildings    Commercial Buildings    District Heating for Housing Schemes  
 Large Private Homes  Hotels  Leisure Centres  Nursing Homes    Hospitals
ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE
QUALIFIES FOR ACCELERATED CAPITAL ALLOWANCES
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Traditional Condensing
boilers boilers
Maximum temperature of hot fluid at inlet 90°C 90°C
Nominal temperature of hot fluid at inlet 75°C 60°C
Maximum operating pressure (static) 8 Bar 8 Bar
Nominal flow rate of primary fluid 1.0 m3/h 1.0 m3/h
Nominal flow rate of hot fluid at outlet (heating) 0.8 m3/h 0.8 m3/h
Nominal head of hot fluid at outlet (heating) 36 kPa 36 kPa
Nominal temperature of DHW 46°C 46°C
Nominal power for DHW production (^t=35k) 39 kW 48 kW
Adjustable outlet temperature 32-50°C 32-50°C
Power supply 230Vac-50Hz 230Vac-50Hz
Current drawn 0.6 A 0.6 A
Nominal technical data: Dachs SE Condensing Packaged System
Fuel Input 20.5 KW
Electrical Input 5.5 We
Heat Output 12.5 KWt
Heat Output Condensing Up to 14.8 KWt
Overall Efficiency 88% to 99%
Weight 530 KG
Noise 52 dBA
Service Interval 3,500 hrs
Buffer Tank Volume 750
Technical Specifications
KINVIRO LIMITED
T (Ireland): +353 1 443 8825  
T (UK): +44 20 8144 8829
F: +353 1 484 5952
E: info@kinviro.com  W: www.kinviro.com
WE B sy-
s tem valve
Multi-function
valve
Heat
exchanger
E lectric pump
E lectronic
panel
C losed-frame, wall-mounted thermal unit, with pump, multifun-
c tion valve and metered cold water c ircuit branch
Mixing valve
(DHW)
Metered domestic
cold water
Nominal technical data: DOMOCAL with pump models
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Most households are 
aware they will save energy
by turning off lights and
appliances when not needed,
but each accounts for a
maximum of only 3% of
domestic heating consumption.
UK Government figures show
84% is for heating and hot
water, and the figures for
Ireland are said to be similar. 
Significant energy savings
can be made for a modest
outlay by upgrading existing
heating controls, or installing
energy-saving controls for the
first time in those homes
which lack basic controls,
such as a room thermostat.
When a boiler is replaced, it is
essential to upgrade the
controls so it can work
energy-efficiently.
Installers must stress to
householders that the new
controls – which will cut their
fuel consumption – will also
make their homes more
comfortable. 
Wireless heating controls
are now well established
because of the huge time-
savings they make on
installation time and hassle.
There are no control cables to
run, there is no untidy wiring
and no damage to home
decorations. New wireless-
enabled heating control 
packs are now available
which make it even easier for
installers to install energy-
efficient control. Honeywell
Sundial RF2 
packs include wireless-
enabled timers and wireless
thermostats which work
together automatically, so 
are even quicker and simpler
to install than standard
wireless controls. 
The wireless thermostat
can be wall mounted using 
its wall bracket, or placed on
a table-top using the base
provided. 
Three pack types are
available to match the 
needs of different types of
heating systems. Each pack
comprises a wireless-enabled
timer, wireless room
thermostat, and (in Pack 3) 
a wireless cylinder sensor. 
Crucially, they are designed
to be easy to use by
householders of all ages, 
and they use the latest 
control technologies. 
They feature TPI (Time
Proportional and Integral)
advanced energy saving
control, which increases
boiler efficiency by adjusting
firing duration with demand,
while the thermostats
maintain room temperatures
very closely to the set 
point – an advantage over 
all other domestic room
thermostats using simple
on/off control.
They also include
“Optimum Start” whereby 
the user sets the time when
the desired temperature
should be reached, not the
time the heating starts. The
controller senses the
prevailing temperature and
saves fuel by delaying the
time the boiler fires until the
latest possible moment that
will still achieve the set
temperature by the time it 
is needed.
In summary, a heating
system is only as efficient 
as its controls. It is now 
easy and very cost-effective
to install energy-saving
controls as a “first fit”, or to
replace existing controls,
using Honeywell Sundial 
RF2 packs which link 
together wirelessly. 
Contact: Honeywell
Technical Support Line. 
Tel: 0044 - 8457 678999;
www.honeywelluk.com
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It’s now even easier to
install energy efficient
heating controls
Picture shows a wireless-enabled timer and a wireless thermostat
from a Honeywell Sundial RF2 pack.  
Schematic comparing the various ways energy is consumed in
homes. 23
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Daikin continues to make
significant inroads into the
heating sector in Ireland,
mirroring a similar pattern 
in Europe following the
introduction of the highly-
advanced Altherma LT split 
air to water heat pump.
Daikin Altherma is a total
domestic heating and hot
water system based on air
source heat pump technology.
It represents a flexible and
cost-effective alternative to a
fossil fuel boiler, with a
cooling option. The 
inherent energy efficiency
characteristics of Daikin
Altherma make it an ideal
solution to reduce energy
consumption and CO2
emissions.
The seasonal factor
performance of the Daikin
Altherma heat pump 
is also largely attributable to
the Daikin inverter principle.
An integrated frequency-
convertor adjusts the
rotational speed of the
compressor to suit the
heating demand. Therefore,
the system seldom operates
at full capacity so the end-
user pays only for the 
energy actually needed.
Daikin Altherma uses a
natural source of energy. 
The outdoor unit extracts 
heat from the outside air 
and raises its temperature 
to a level high enough to
supply heating. This heat is
then transferred to the indoor
unit through refrigerant pipes.
The compact outdoor unit is
easily installed and, as no
drilling or excavation work is
required, it can also be easily
installed in flats and
apartments.
The heart of the Daikin
Altherma system is the 
indoor unit. It heats the water
that circulates through low
temperature radiators, floor
heating systems or fan coil
units and also provides
domestic hot water. If the
combination heating and
cooling option is specified,
then the indoor unit can also
decrease the water
temperature to distribute 
a refreshing coolness
Market reaction to the
Altherma LT was very 
positive from the outset 
and Daikin responded to
specifier and user feedback
by developing the Monobloc
version to cater for
applications requiring a
modular system. Both these
LT solutions were ideally
suited to the new-build market
where the heat emitters 
were based on low-
temperature output.
However, it soon became
apparent that a high-
temperature model was
required, especially for the
retrofit sector, and so the HT
version – which can achieve
temperatures of up to 80oC –
was introduced. 
This particular version has
now been further developed
to provide the perfect solution
for the very specific
requirements of apartments.
One outdoor unit linked to
multiple indoor units can
deliver reduced running costs
of as much as 33%, while
carbon emissions can be
reduced by as much as 66%.
It will be available from June
2010 onwards.
Solar panels
On top of this major step into
the commercial heating
sector, Daikin has also
expanded its heating range
with the acquisition of Rotex
GmbH and the introduction 
of its extensive solar range.
Appliations include both
professional and drain-back
options. Founded in Germany
in 1973, Rotex now employs
more than 360 employees,
boasts its own development
department, and exports to 21
countries. It is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Daikin Europe
NV since 2008.
Daikin is now also a 
fully-fledged heating company
with an extensive range of
market-leading renewable
technologies and products
that cater for for the 
domestic and commercial
sectors, from new-build to
retrofit.
Roadshow
Following the very 
successful series of
roadshows held last year,
Daikin plans a similar
programme of nationwide
events over the coming year.
Dates have yet to be
confirmed but they will be
held some time in May, and
again in September.
Venues – check website for
confirmation, or register your
interest via email.
Contact: John/Richard,
Heating Department, Daikin
Europe NV, Ireland Office.
Tel: 01 – 642 3430; 
email: info@daikin.ie
bs news  March/April 2010
Heating – Heat Pumps, Boilers & DHW
DAIKIN
Daikin further expands
into the heating sector  
24
2 / User interface
1 / Domestic 
hot water tank
A2 / Indoor unit
A1 / Outdoor unit
Daikin Altherma high temperature air to water heat pump uses a
natural source of energy. The outdoor unit extracts heat from the
outside air and raises its temperature to a level high enough to 
supply heating. This heat is transferred to the indoor unit via
refrigerant piping.
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The recent one-day CIBSEconference on sustainablerefurbishment in the beautifully-
refurbished Clontarf Castle in Dublin was 
a great opportunity to meet some of the
industry’s leaders and gauge the direction 
of the Irish construction industry. It was an
important and timely event and a credit to 
the team of CIBSE volunteers that pull it all
together. A number of speakers predicted 
that Irish construction would be dominated by
infrastructural and refurbishment projects for
years to come and, as Professor Convery
noted, for the first time refurbishment projects
have parity of esteem with new build.
The keynote address was delivered by
Minister Eamon Ryan who pointed out that 
a national focus on refurbishment was a
positive development. Much of Ireland’s
building stock is over 20 years old and poorly
built. There is also a large stock of historic
buildings in need of refurbishment. The
Minister noted that we could not “cut” our 
way out of recession and that refurbishment
provided the opportunity to stimulate the
economy while reducing our dependence 
on fossil fuels. Several speakers reinforced
the Ministers comments and provided data
demonstrating how the most cost-effective
energy savings would be generated by
raising the efficiency of older buildings.
The Minister sees government’s role as
kick-starting the industry and helping the
establishment of a supply chain. This is being
achieved by establishing a range of schemes
on a “smaller” trial basis. The schemes that
deliver results will be expanded and deployed
widely. He also suggested that the current
grant support mechanisms were not
financially sustainable and ultimately Ireland
will move towards a more stable obligation
scheme which encourages energy producers
to reduce demand. This model has been
The time for refurbishment is now! 
BSNews  March/April 2010
CIBSE Conference Report
Eamon Ryan, Minister for Communications, Energy & Natural Resources with Tony
McKinley, Chairman, CIBSE Republic of Ireland Region.
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Alan Duggan, Vice-Chairman, CIBSE Republic of Ireland Region with Tony McKinley,
Chairman, CIBSE Republic of Ireland Region; and speakers Anastasia Mylona, CIBSE
Head Office; Liam Connellan, Chairman, Dalkia Ireland and Dr Colm Cryan, Building
Research Centre, University of Limerick.
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deployed successfully elsewhere.
There was broad agreement that we
should continue to look at best
practice in other jurisdictions and
deploy those solutions in Ireland.
Paula Butler outlined how SEI
would be busy in 2010 spending 
e130 million on insulation programs
and on energy improvements to the
government building stock. The plan 
is to improve the performance of over
6,000 homes and hundreds of non-
domestic buildings. This is aimed at
supporting 5,000 jobs and generating
over e400 million in savings. SEI will
also focus on the generation of new
technical standards and codes of
practice to guide the industry (again
looking at best practice overseas). 
In the longer term (2011-2012) the
wide range of grant supports that 
exist would be integrated into a 
single retrofit program.
Dr Kevin Kelly from DIT discussed
the need for the industry to develop 
a culture of research: “times have
changed and it is no longer
satisfactory to continue business as
usual.”  He encouraged companies to
engage with higher education and to
develop new ways of doing things:
companies needed to become
learning organisations. This message
was reinforced by Professor Convery
who emphasised that we must learn
from the mistakes of our recent past
and not simply replace one bubble
(new housing) with another
(refurbishment.) It will take only five 
to 10 years to refurbish most of our
building stock, and it is therefore 
vital that we create technology and
systems that last past this build phase.
We need to build an export business
in the refurbishment space.
The issue of measurement came
up time and time again, not only from
the speakers but also from the floor –
what gets measured gets improved
was the mantra. One delegate asked
how we ensure that jobs such as the
installation of insulation were done
correctly. Oversight was proposed 
as one solution. However, while 
much has been achieved by means 
of regulation, the level of oversight
was considered poor. Indeed, there
seemed to be broad agreement 
that we need a greater focus on
enforcement and not simply regulation.
I believe that we could apply the
minister’s model of looking to other
jurisdictions such as the United States
for models to address this particular
problem.
While energy certainly received the
bulk of the attention, it was good to
see the subject of water being raised
by a number of speakers. Indeed,
when it was raised, the impression 
left was that the provision of water
services should be on par with those
of energy.
Professor Tim Dwyer and 
Neils Ulrik brought an international
perspective to the conference. 
Tim used his recent attendance at 
an ASHRAE meeting in Florida as a
back-drop and reflected on what is
happening in the United States. 
Neils reviewed a number of projects in
Denmark and the issues that 
had arisen there. It was striking the
similarities in terms of aims, initiatives
and progress: if we get this right there
appears to be an export market for 
the know-how.
Liam Connellan from Dalkia
presented a paper that discussed
financial models that could be used by
the private sector to fund energy
initiatives and described how
BSNews  March/April 2010
As is now established practice, bs news invites one of the keynote speakers at the CIBSE
Conference to write a synopsis of  the day’s events. The intention is to focus more on the
impression and inferences drawn from the day, rather than a factual report on who said what.
This year the honour fell to Dr Colm V Cryan, a lecturer at the University of Limerick and
Director of the recently-established Building Physics Research Centre. 
Speakers: Jim Murphy, HSE Estates with
Paul Houston, Project Management Group
and Jim O’Sullivan, Office of Public Works.
27Michael McNerney, CIBE  Committee with speakers Professor Frank Convery, Paula Butler,and Derek Mowlds, CIBSE Committee.
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teamwork was a vital element to project
success. His paper was followed by
several excellent case studies
presented by Paul Houston of PM group,
Jim Murphy of HES Estates and Jim
O’Sullivan from the OPW. It would be
hard to do these presentations justice 
in a few short lines and I would
recommend that you look over their
presentations on the CIBSE website. 
Topics covered range from
estimation of residual life of installed
equipment to working on restricted sites
and raising the energy performance of
buildings such as the Customs House
in Dublin to that of a B Rating. There
was also an excellent review of relevant
literature by Anastasia Moylona of
CIBSE, with multiple links to knowledge
sources.
As someone that has spent much of
the last 20 years abroad, it is clear that
Ireland has come a long way in that
time — there is a large cohort of
motivated workers with the required
knowledge, experience and training for
the jobs of the future. The mood of the
conference was quite positive which,
given the rollercoaster ride that the
industry has taken us on in the last few
years, was great to see. People were
hunting opportunities to growth sectors.  
The impression I was left with was
that there is money available for low-
risk projects with a reasonable yield: it
is a good time to get work done on
homes, hospitals, schools and offices. If
we move quickly, there is an opportunity
to develop an export business, to
leverage the available underutilised
talent. The time for refurbishment is
now. 
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Dr Kevin Kelly, DIT and former Chairman CIBSE Republic of Ireland Region with Niels-Ulrik
Kofoed, Group Manager, Energy Sustainability & Indoor Climate Esbensen Consulting
Engineers, Denmark; Professor Tim Dwyer, Department of Urgan Engineering, South Bank
University and Chairman CIBSE/ASHRAE Group); and Tony McKinley, Chairman, CIBSE
Republic of Ireland Region.
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Our client is embarking on a mjaor recruitment
drive to facilitate their selection as the M&E
provider for a number of major projects in the
UK. Successful applicants should hold CEng,
with significant experience of both conceptual
and detailed design in Building Services
environments; and be a member of at least one
of the recognised institutes with excellent
communication, interpersonal and IT skills. You
will be required to lead projects, be client
facing with a strong technical background to
carry out and support other design staff in the
preparations of designs, calculations and
conceptual drawing production. Ideal
candidates will have experience in healthcare 
or research facility projects, but may also have a
wide range of project experience in education,
commercial and retail sectors.
REF: BAR425
Our client is a global specialist solutions
provider with over 10,000 employees
operating in the construction and engineering
sector in 26 countries worldwide. The
successful candidate will have extensive
experience of Revit MEP and Navis works,
solid modelling skills and be able to create
3D animations and presentations, specifically,
engineering walk through and fly through.
With significant, relevant building services
experience, working within the co-ordination
and design of building services using Revit 
and Navis works as visualisation tools. An
understanding ofarchitecture is desirable but
not essential. An energetic team member,
capable of committing to and delivering
results within deadlines, and a natural
attention to detail.
REF: BAR432
Our client is a major engineering consultant in
London, with a requirement for a Building
Services Controls engineer to assist them with 
a Railway Station design project. The successful
candidate will review, check and co-ordinate 
the design team, manage all design contracts
and ensure all designs are integrated and
compliant. Degree qualified, with experience 
of HVAC, lighting, access and ventilation
controls, pumping stations and energy
monitoring. Ideally with PTS status, the 
candidate will also have significant supervisory
experience of design engineers, and be able 
to effectively motivate and resolve any issues
with their design team. They will be focussed 
on targets and achieving deliverables, whilst
having experience and understanding of 
design in a rail environment. 
REF: BAR431
London • Contract & Permanent 
Salary dependant on experience
£3,000 per month • tax free
+ car and accommodation • Qatar
£400 per day • London
• Rail related
For further information and to apply please call us on +44 (0)845 519 4455 or email your details to cv@b-a-r.com
Alternatively, why not come and visit our website at www.b-a-r.com where you can 
apply for these positions, search our other vacancies, and register for jobs by email so that we can 
notify you immediately when a relevant new job is added.
r i s 
Senior Mechanical Design Engineers 3 D M&E Revit Modeller Building Services Controls Engineer
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Submissions invited for the Irish Lighter
and Irish Young Lighter Awards 2010 
bs news  March/April 2010
Submissions for both the Irish Lighter and Irish YoungLighter Awards — sponsored by Enlighten andsupported by CIBSE, DIT, ILE, SLL and bs news —
are now being sought with preliminary 200/300-word extracts
required by 14 June 2010.
The awards are open to all building services professionals,
with SLL and ILE members particularly encouraged to
participate. Projects must be located in the island of Ireland,
while submissions can also be made which are based on
lighting research.
Best abstracts will be selected by a distinguished panel of
assessors and shortlists of entrants invited to submit full
papers/presentations by 15 August 2010. Final presentations
will take place in late September 2010. 
Thanks to the generous sponsorship of Enlighten the
overall winners of the Irish Lighter and the Irish Young Lighter
will each receive a cheque for
e1000, with e500 going to
each of the runner-up
recipients.
Irish Lighter 
For the Irish Lighter Award
entries are encouraged
from experienced lighting
designers, or engineers who
can present a paper about a
finished project. There may be post-occupancy evaluation
evidence that is analysed critically and provides insight for
the professional lighting community; there may be an
innovative and/or sustainable design that is at the industry
cutting-edge; or it may be something worth publishing
that will be of interest, and benefit, to the 
professional community.
Irish Young Lighter
The Irish Young Lighter competition began 
in DIT in 2003 when the first students on the 
programme in Electrical Services Engineering 
graduated. Ken Winters was the inaugural overall 
winner and he then went on to represent Ireland at the
international Young Lighter in London in 2004, where he won
the Best Presentation. In the intervening years many others
have followed in Ken’s footsteps and proudly represented
Ireland at this annual event.
Last year SLL announced that entry to the Young 
Lighter competition for 2011 would require the Irish entrant to
come through an Irish heat and the 2010 Irish Young Lighter
competition now represents this heat. The competition is
open to any Irish designer/engineer aged 
30 years of age or less. 
Who to contact
Dr Kevin Kelly, DIT. email: kevin.kelly@dit.ie  
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Part of the Fantasy Lights Group
Main Sponsor :
Supported by :Dr Kevin Kelly who
announced details
of this year’s Irish
Lighter and Irish
Young Lighter
Awards during his
presentation to the
recent CIBSE
Conference in
Dublin.
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Kerr steps down after 10 years at helm 
bs news  March/April 2010
Seamus Kerr, director RSL Ireland and outgoing Chairman of Refrigeration
Skillnet, looks back over his 10-year tenure in the driving seat and reviews
the issues tackled and goals achieved. Established in 1999 in response to a
Government-led initiative, Refrigeration Skillnet is made up of refrigeration
and air conditioning member companies who participate in training,
seminars and professional development programmes.
Despite being a newly-formedcompany run by a small group of volunteers, Refrigeration Skillnet
was successful in winning funding to
organise enterprise-led training for the
refrigeration industry. Since then, it has
submitted proposals for each round of
funding and has been successful each
time. Ten years on and Refrigeration
Skillnet is still going strong, making it 
one of the longest-running of all the
Skillnet networks in Ireland. 
Refrigeration in all its forms plays a 
vital role in industry, especially in Ireland,
which has significant manufacturing 
and food producing facilities located
throughout the country. Refrigeration 
is a big energy user with some sources 
suggesting that 15-20% of all electrical
power produced in Ireland is used by
refrigeration, chilling or air conditioning
equipment, from huge industrial plants to
the domestic fridge at home. Imagine the
carbon emission reduction if we could
improve the efficiency by 10%, or maybe
even 20%. Refrigeration also has the
potential to have a significant
environmental impact and one of our
primary goals has always been the
minimisation of that impact.
Ten years ago the refrigeration 
industry in Ireland was facing numerous
challenges. These included new
regulations and legislation as part of the
implementation of the Montreal Protocol;
new technologies; demand for alternative
refrigerants driven by environmental
concerns; skills shortages; and increased
competition from other European service
providers. Despite this, the refrigeration
industry had no representative body and
there was practically no training available
in Ireland for the upskilling of refrigeration
service engineers. 
Consequently, Refrigeration Skillnet
moved quickly to identify the training
needs of both members and the industry
at large. One particularly successful
course was the refrigerant handling
course, C&G2078, which was run before 
it was required by the ODS regulations.
This was an early example of “staying
ahead of the curve”, a philosophy which
continues to this day as is evidenced by
the newly-developed C&G2079 training
and certification programme. 
While the main focus of
Refrigeration Skillnet was – and 
still is – training, professional
development and upskilling, as time
progressed it saw the need for a
representative organisation with a wider
remit. Hence the Institute of Refrigeration
Ireland (IRI) was established with the
objective of representing the industry,
improving standards throughout the
industry, and awarding membership to
suitably-qualified candidates. So, 100
years after ASHRAE was established,
Ireland finally had a body representing 
the refrigeration industry. 
The IRI very quickly joined AREA –
the European refrigeration contractor’s
representative body – as up to this point,
Ireland was one of only two European
member states not represented. The IRI
played an important part that first year
when the European Parliament voted on
the total banning of HFC and HCFC
refrigerants. Thankfully the motion did 
not pass.
“Some people make things happen,
some watch things happen, while 
others wonder what has happened”, 
says Seamus Kerr. “In both Refrigeration
Skillnet and the IRI, we don’t just watch
and wonder what has happened, we 
get involved and make things happen.
During the past 10 years we have
witnessed huge changes in the
refrigeration industry, and we have
changed to meet the challenges. 
“Ten years on and I am glad to say 
that Refrigeration Skillnet is in a healthy
position with an experienced and
committed board. This now allows me the
opportunity to step down as Chairman,
though I will remain on the board with the
other volunteer members. I am delighted
that John Sampson, Danfoss Ireland, has
agreed take on the role of Chairman and 
I look forward to supporting him as we
strive to further the interests of the
industry over the coming years.”  30
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Core Air Conditioning hasrepresented Emerson in Irelandfor 13 years, during which time it
has gained considerable market share
for the Liebert air conditioning range.
More recently, it has added the Knurr
range of network and server racks, and
rack-cooling solutions, to its portfolio.
“Emerson Network Power has always
prided itself in supplying its customers
with industry-leading products and
solutions in terms of quality, performance,
service and overall value-for-money
throughout the life of the equipment”,
says Brian Hall, Regional Manager
Ireland, Liebert Power & Cooling
Products.
“In Ireland, we are pleased to have
had a long relationship with Core Air
Conditioning who are authorised to
supply, install, commission and maintain
our range of Liebert air conditioning
products and solutions. This includes
chillers, room cooling units,
high-density cooling
solutions, etc. 
“Core has had
considerable
success with
Liebert and we
anticipate similar
market inroads
being made
with Knurr, the latest Emerson addition to
the Core portfolio.
“To ensure that our products operate to
peak efficiency, give maximum reliability
and prolong their life, they should be
installed, commissioned and maintained
by factory-trained engineers. All of Core’s
close-control engineers have undergone
specialist training at the Emerson facility
and fully understand our control systems.
They also have access to the latest
hardware, firmware and software releases.
“We also provide a 12-month warranty
on units, provided they are
commissioned at first start-up by Core’s
engineers. This way we can determine
that the units are correctly installed, that
the correct  installation procedures have
been followed, and that the units are not
operating outside normal design
conditions. Failure to meet these criteria
can void the warranty.”
Not surprisingly, the same quality of
service coupled with quality products
underpins the Core trading philosophy.
Since he established the company in
1996, Managing Director Austin
McDermott has operated a very
disciplined and structured management
system. The product portfolio comprises
only market-leading brands of renown,
while the service support is ultra-
professional.
“Core Air Conditiuoning is all about
partnerships”, says Austin, “the
partnership between management and
installers; the partnership with clients;
and the partnership with suppliers.
Effectively, we see ourselves as the
conduit through which the client’s needs
are matched with the appropriate
suppliers products to provide the most
cost-effective, energy-efficient,
sustainable solution. 
“Emerson is the ideal partner in this
respect. Apart from an excellent product
range, their support allows us offer a full
range of maintenance contracts which
cover all critical power and cooling
systems, including generators, UPS
systems, static transfer switches, chillers
and room cooling units. Contracts can be
tailored to meet individual requirements
in terms of equipment, response time,
frequency of preventative maintenance
visits, etc.
“Over the past 13 years Emerson
Network Power and Core Air
Conditioning have developed a trading
partnership which has benefitted both us,
our installer network, and clients, in
equal measure. It is this mutually-
beneficial relationship which lies at the
heart of our collective success to date,
and which will undoubtedly secure further
growth and prosperity into the future.”
Contact: Austin McDermott, Core Air
Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 409 8912; 
email: Austin@coreac.com   
bs news  March/April 2010
Emerson Network Power and Core Air
Conditioning have re-affirmed their long-standing
trading partnership and strengthened still further
the client-support mechanisms they offer. 
Emerson & Core Re-Affirm Partnership  
Austin McDermott, Managing Director,
Core Air Conditioning.
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Brian Hall,
Regional Manager,
Ireland, Liebert
Power & Cooling
Products.
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The emergence of the EU meant 
a harmonisation and integration of
numerous technical standards,
including EN 62305, which originated
from a European Norm standard
developed by the IEC and adopted 
by CENELEC. The new standard, 
EN 62305, took over 20 years to 
write and had input from hundreds of
lightning protection specialists from
the 28 different member countries 
that represent CENELEC, 
including Ireland. The standard 
was published in Ireland by the 
NSAI as IS EN 62305.
The approach to the new 
standard is much broader and 
more complex than the withdrawn 
BS 6651. However, it is resulting 
in an industry-wide collective
improvement in the level of 
protection against the detrimental
effects of lightning which can lead to
injury and financial consequences
from interruptions to business
operations.
Summary of IS EN 6230
IS EN 62305 consists of four parts 
as follows 
Part 1: General principles
This is primarily an introduction to all
other parts of the standard and
outlines the general principles of
protection against lightning and how
an effective system can be designed
utilising these principles.
Part 2: Risk management
This outlines the methodology
required to determine if lightning
protection is necessary for a building
and includes a comprehensive and
detailed risk assessment which
divides the primary risks that a
building can experience into the
following four areas:
• R1 – Risk of loss of human life 
• R2 – Risk of loss of service to 
the public
• R3 – Risk of loss of cultural 
heritage
• R4 – Risk of loss of economic 
value 
Protection against
lightning: Standard 
IS EN 62305
bs news  March/April 2010
Anthony Kenny is an electrical
engineer with PM Group. A
graduate of Cork IT, Anthony 
has worked in both design and
construction management roles
on a wide variety of projects in
the pharmaceutical, energy,
micro-electronics and foods
sectors in Ireland and the UK.
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Designing Building Services
The introduction of the
new lightning protection
standard IS EN 62305
in 2006 superseded BS
6651 which had been 
in use for the previous
21 years. The new
standard incorporates
significant change and,
being over four times
the volume of its
predecessor, posed a
considerable learning
curve for the entire
electrical services
industry.
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In the evaluation process the
designer identifies the applicable
risks of loss R1- R4, and the 
applicable tolerable risk (RT) for the
building. A comparison of these 
risks will determine the necessary
level of protection. The magnitude 
of the required lightning protection
system (LPS) is dependent on 
how much R1- R4 exceeds RT.
Alternatively, if the value of R1- R4
is less than RT, then no protection
measures are deemed necessary.   
Part 3:  Physical damage to
structures and life hazard
This generally describes how to
design an LPS and identifies the four
separate classifications of protection
for an external structure and provides 
many standard installation details 
and arrangements.
Various different techniques for
establishing how a structure’s air
termination system (air rods, tape or
catenary wire) should be installed
such as the rolling sphere, protective
angle and mesh method is also
described in detail. Equipotential
bonding, earthing arrangements and
the use of naturally conductive
building materials as part of the LPS
are also assessed. A number of 
different annexes are included 
with an important one in particular
relating to system maintenance,
inspections and testing. 
Part 4: Electrical and Electronic
Systems within Structures
This final part is wholly devoted to 
the design of a Lightning
Electromagnetic Impulse Protection
Measure System (LPMS) which is a
means of protecting the internal
electrical and electronic building
services from the effects of a
Lightning Electromagnetic Impulse.
An LPMS can be achieved by the
strategic implementation 
of earthing and bonding,
electromagnetic shielding and the 
co-ordinated positioning of surge
protection devices (SPDs).
The concept of distinct lightning
protection zones (LPZ) for a building
is introduced and the various criteria
for selecting SPDs are reviewed.
Principal differences between 
BS 6651 and IS EN 62305.
Although there are a considerable
number of differences between both
standards, a summary of three of the
key items that will impact design
engineers most are outlined here:
Risk assessment process
An in-depth risk assessment
calculation is mandatory for all 
new buildings to determine what 
level of lightning protection, if any, 
is required. The risk assessment
process in IS EN 62305 is
significantly more detailed with 
over a hundred pages attributed to 
it in comparison to nine pages in 
BS 6651. 
In BS 6651 the risk assessment
evaluated the probability of the
structure being hit by lightning
whereas IS EN 62305 is much
broader and assesses the individual
risks to the loss of human life, 
public services, cultural heritage 
and economic value as outlined in
Figure 1 (above) which highlights the
types of loss and corresponding risks
resulting from different types of
damage.
Loss of human life is the most
imperative factor for obvious reasons.
Loss of public services relates to the
impacts that damage to municipal
service providers such as hospitals,
government agencies, educational
institutions etc would have on the
public. Loss of cultural heritage
relates to the risk of damage to a
historic monument or building of
ethnic importance. Loss of economic
value relates to the financial impact
that a strike could potentially have 
on a structure or business and will
require input from the building
occupier.  
This assessment, with many
different parameters, can be very
repetitive and time-consuming when
completed in long-hand format.
Although various commercial
software programmes are available 
Injury of
living
beings
Type of
damage
1) Only for structures
2) Only for hospitals or other structures where failure or internal systems immediately 
   endanger  human life
3) Only for properties where animals may be lost
Physical
damage
Injury3) of
living
beings
Physical
damage
Physical
damage
Physical
damage
Failure4) of
electrical
and
electronic
systems
Failure of
electrical
and
electronic
systems
Failure of
electrical
and
electronic
systems
Type 
ol loss
Loss of
economic
values
Loss of
human
life
Risk 
R1 1)
Risk
R2
Loss of
cultural
heritage
Risk
R3 1)
Risk
R4
Loss of
service to
the public
Figure 1
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to aid with this calculation, care
needs to be taken as certain versions
utilise different parameter indices set
by the national standards of other
European countries. For example, 
the British edition of the standard, 
BS EN 62305, currently uses 
different risk assessment parameters
to the Irish version IS EN 62305 in
relation to the tolerable risk of loss 
of service to the public and loss of
cultural heritage.
LPS classification
BS 6651 specified only two different
classes of protection against the
effects of lightning whereas IS EN
62305 now specifies four classes as
shown in Table 1.
The selected class of protection is
dependent on the result of the risk
assessment calculation and the
protection class implemented will also
determine how regularly the LPS will
require maintenance inspections. 
LEMP Protection Measures System
(LPMS)
The most fundamental change in 
IS EN 62305 is the inclusion of an
LPMS as an integral part of the
overall LPS to protect against the
effects of lightning surges. Although
surge protection was an important
part of other international standards,
it was only published as an
informative annex addendum to 
BS 6651 in 1992 as an optional
requirement and therefore was not
always incorporated into the design
of most protection systems.
We now live in a truly electronic
age where it is more essential that
electronic and IT systems are
adequately protected from the
harmful and interfering effects of
transient surge currents and the new
standard duly recognises this. 
IS EN 62305 designates the surge
protection of the internal electronic
and IT systems to be as important
as the protection of the external
structure. An evaluation of the
complete building is now required
when assessing the need for an LPS
and must include both the external
structure and internal services with
neither being looked at in isolation.  
Even an indirect lightning strike
hundreds of meters away from a
building can potentially lead to
transient surge currents and voltages
being induced, by resistive or
inductive coupling, into the power and
communications cabling entering the
building. This can have disastrous
effects on the internal electronic
systems that are relied upon for the
continuity of business operation and
therefore it is prudent to reduce this
risk with the co-ordinated positioning
of SPDs throughout the facility.
IS EN 62305 segregates the
protected building into four lightning
protection zones (LPZ) comprising
two external and two internal zones
with each zone having a reduced
exposure to the effects of lightning
impulses as defined below;
• LPZOA : An external zone where
there is threat of a direct lightning
strike and a full LEMP discharge. This
area would generally be the roof of
the structure.
• LPZOB : An external zone
protected against a direct lightning
strike although a threat still exists
as the full LEMP discharge could
occur within its vicinity. This area
would generally comprise the
structure’s perimeter walls.
• LPZ1 : An internal zone protected
from direct lightning strikes and
where the surge current is reduced
by the use of SPDs at the building
boundary. This area would
generally incorporate the primary
utility services entering the
structure.
• LPZ2 : An internal zone located
deeper within the structure where
any surge impulse is further limited
by the use of supplementary SPDs
and spatial shielding. This area
would be the most protected part
of the building and could comprise
of a fully screened control room 
or comms room.
Generally, the higher the LPZ rating
the more secure it will be against the
electromagnetic effects of the strike
and therefore any sensitive electronic
equipment should be situated in
higher ranked zones. As a
consequence, rooms containing
sensitive equipment should not 
be located on top floors or near
external perimeter walls.
An example of a complete LPMS
for a typical building indicating each
LPZ, the positioning of SPDs and
items requiring bonding is illustrated
in Figure 2 (opposite).
Given the various categories of
zoning and the different types of
electrical and electronic systems to
be protected, it is important that a 
co-ordinated approach is taken to the
selection and installation of a series
of SPDs throughout the building.
SPDs may need to be installed in a
cascaded manner to ensure that the
LEMP is reduced to a negligible level
Table 1
BS 6651 IS EN 62305
LPS Mesh Down Mesh Down 
Class Size Conductor Size Conductor
Spacing Spacing
I 10m x 5m 10m 5m x 5m 10m
II 20m x 10m 20m 10m x 10m 10m
III n/a n/a 15m x 15m 15m
IV n/a n/a 20m x 20m 20m
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as it passes through the various
zones. Primary service entry devices
protect against sparking/flashover
and will nullify the surge current as it
enters the building although further
downstream SPDs may be required
to eliminate any latent let through
transient over-voltages. 
Industry impacts and conclusion
Compliance with IS EN 62305 
will lead to increased financial
implications on building services
projects in terms of the following: 
• Increased design hours (complexity
of risk assessment process and
implementation of LPMS);
• Increased installation costs
(additional materials due to higher
LPS protection classifications and
requirement of SPDs);
• Increased maintenance costs
(inclusion of SPDs).
Buildings containing explosive
environments will now require
maintenance inspections every six
months instead of annually, which
was the case in BS 6651 and this will
add to the facilities life cycle cost.
It is also clear that lightning
protection now requires much more
consideration and attention at the
initial design stage of a project where
greater co-ordination with other
disciplines such as architectural and
civil/structural will be necessary. More
careful consideration will need to be
given regarding the final positioning
of rooms within the building
containing critical electronic
equipment and, where possible, 
they should not be sited near
potential lightning current routes.
IS EN 62305 encompasses
protecting the structure and also the
electronic and IT services within the
structure. 
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Figure 2 indicates LPMS for typical building.
General principle for different LPZ.
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Following last month’s article
concerning the 4th Edition of the
National Wiring Rules (ET101:2008)
and the role of the Electro-Technical
Council of Ireland (ETCI) in the
compilation of this new mandatory
national standard, this article elaborates
further on the major changes coming
into effect. Key points to be covered are:
– Wiring Systems 
– Switchgear and Accessories,
– Overcurrent Protection,
– Overvoltage Protection
Wiring Systems
The main changes are contained within
Chapters 51 and Chapter 52. Section
514 Identification and marking contains
the internationally-agreed colour codes
for cables, outside of control wiring
systems. The stipulation of line colours
is to ensure that the electrical contractor
involved with wiring an installation will
be alerted to voltages in excess of 400V.
In relation to the colours associated with
wiring:
• The line conductors over the
three phases (L1, L2 and L3) 
are brown, black and grey
respectively;
For installations where there is a
three-phase distribution board
into single phase, the colour of
the line conductor from which
the 230V is derived can be
employed; 
For cables having line
conductors with cross-sectional
areas in excess of 120mm2, the
same colour can be employed
over each line conductor. 
• The colour blue can only be used
for the neutral conductor;
• Sleeving of cables is not
permitted for any conductors up
to 120mm2;
• Conductors having insulation
colour green/yellow may only be
used for earthing and bonding
conductors;
• The Protective Earth Neutral
(PEN) in Ireland should be blue in
colour with green/yellow marking
at each termination.
Section 522 outlines the guidelines for
the selection and erection of wiring
systems in relation to external
influences such as danger due to the
presence of corrosive or polluting
substances 
(Section 522.5), potential for impact
(Section 522.6) and other mechanical
stresses (522.8).
The methods for protection against
harmful substances include enclosing
wiring in conduit or trunking (PVC
conduit being acceptable) or by
employing wiring systems made of
materials resistant to the harmful
materials/substances present.
Protection against impact where the
risk of mechanical damage to wiring
concealed in solid walls or in hollow
walls or partitions – e.g. penetration by
drills or nails from front or rear of wall or
partition – now has specific references
within the national wiring rules. Methods
of protection include specific mechanical
characteristics of the wiring system or
by the recognition of wiring systems
being installed in areas of reduced risk.
These conditions apply to areas
within 150mm horizontal distance from
the room corners, 150mm vertical
distance from the ceiling, and there must
be clearance between wiring runs and
the reverse side of the wall of not less
than 50mm. Wiring systems must be
employed as straight horizontal or vertical
runs going directly to an accessory,
appliance or distribution board 
In relation to wiring systems employed
in areas containing metal studded
partitions, wiring passing through
openings must have protection against
mechanical damage by means of
conduits, sheaths, grommets or bushings
and it is important to note that extraneous
conductive metal parts must be bonded
to nearest protective conductor.
Major changes 
analysed and explained 
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Figure 1: Summary of Section 522 and
appropriate installation of wiring systems.
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Switchgear and Accessories
The Department of the Environment
(DOE) has specified mounting height
requirements in Technical Guidance
Document M of the Building
Regulations. These new requirements
relate to socket outlets, lighting
switches, control devices and
distribution boards. Section 530
provides the details pertaining to this
equipment and respective mounting
heights. The specific details are
summarised in Figure 2.
The rationale for the specification of
mounting heights is to provide the
contractor a position where (s)he can
advise a customer on the limitations for
positioning of equipment.
Socket outlets are to be mounted at a
height of 400mm to 1200mm above
finished floor level. These requirements
are not applicable to proprietary socket
systems for mounting in the floor,
pedestals or skirting trunking in
commercial premises, sockets outlets
for fixed equipment (e.g. luminaires) and
dedicated socket outlets for appliances
which are not normally accessible such
as cooker hoods or washing machines.
Wall switches (excluding control
devices such as thermostats) are to be
mounted between 400mm and 1200mm
above floor level for domestic premises
and between 900mm and 1200mm for
commercial installations. 
Distribution boards (DB) and/or
consumer units must be readily
accessible and mounted so that the top
of the Distribution Board (DB) must not
be higher than 2.25 metres from the
floor and the bottom of the DB to be 
not less than 1.4 metres from floor.
Mounting of a DB lower than the
minimum height is permitted for
installations where, for example, the
occupant is disabled. For such
installations, access is limited so that
only authorised persons may gain
access and this would normally be 
by lock and key.
Another new consideration presented
in the National Rules concerns isolation
of inaccessible socket outlets (554.3.5).
This only applies to socket outlets that
are not readily accessible, e.g. under a
kitchen work-top or behind an appliance.
There is now a requirement for a clearly-
labelled isolation switch to be mounted
nearby. This means of isolation will
prevent persons, for example,
attempting to disconnect a washing
machine after it leaks while positioned
on their knees in a pool of water.
Overcurrent Protection
There are two major changes introduced
in these National Rules. The first
concerns the potential for harmonic
currents (Sections 523 and 524) –
derived from non-linear devices such as
IT equipment and banks of fluorescent
luminaires – manifesting on the neutral
conductor. The result is such that the
cross-sectional area of the neutral
conductor needs to be increased to
safely accommodate the resulting
greater current magnitude. Indeed, 
the implication of increased levels of
harmonics is that cables will be sized 
in terms of the neutral conductor as
opposed to the standard approach
where design current of the load is
employed.
The second change concerns the
meter tails of installations (533.3.5): the
electrical contractor now has the option
of locating an installation’s main over-
current protective device within the
(outside) meter enclosure. If this option
is utilised, there are a number of
conditions that must be adhered to:
(i) The over-current protective device
must be an MCB with a minimum 
9kA breaking capacity provided the
maximum import capacity (MIC) is
not greater than 50kVA;
(ii) The over-current protective device
must be enclosed in a weather-
proof enclosure of IP 55 minimum
and comprised of non-conducting
self-extinguishing material (750oC);
(iii) The enclosure must be fitted with
a hinged, transparent cover for
the operation of the MCB which
maintains the IP55 rating. 
Over-Voltage Protection
Section 443 outlines the means of
protection against over-voltages;
lightning is not as prevalent in Ireland as
it is in mainland Europe and switching
surges in modern electrical installations
are more responsible for over-voltages
problems and are more generally
derived within the installation as opposed
to being important from the network
provision of protective over-voltage
control based on risk assessment and
consequences for:
1. Human life – safety services,
medical equipment;
2. Loss of service in IT centres,
public buildings; 
3. Commercial consequences.
There are four categories of impulse
withstand voltages (over-voltages)
defined for electrical equipment, ranging
from 1.5kV (Category 4) for equipment
such as computers and media devices,
up to 6kV (Category 1) for equipment
near the origin of supply such as
metering. 
The views expressed in this document
represent a personal opinion and should 
not in any way be construed as a definitive
interpretation of ET101:2008 or indeed 
of the ETCI itself. This is not a legal
interpretation; in the event of a specific 
legal question; the reader should consult 
a practicing solicitor or a member of the
Incorporated Law Society.
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Figure 2: Summary of mounting heights
contained in Section 530.
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Hindsight is a wonderful thing though, and eventhough we are currently experiencing the pains ofrecession, we are still far better off than so many
generations before us; we also still enjoy the relative
luxuries of the 21st century. 
As my first full year with the CIBSE Ireland Committee
nears its end, I am now more aware of the power of unity
among apparent adversaries. Members of the Committee
have worked together to enhance the building services
industry in Ireland by way of technical evenings,
seminars, the annual conference and various awards
programmes such as the Sustainable Design Awards.
The latter in particular highlights just how critical
evidence-based research data is, not just in respect of
sustainability, but to building services and the world at
large, as a whole. We must continue to push the
boundaries of our capacity for innovation by working
together with our clients to present real-time data and
information about our successes. 
We have even seen a recent winner of the CIBSE
Student Awards go on to spend time working with NASA
in the United States, highlighting how taking the first step
can open doors for engineers that would not ordinarily
have been envisaged. We have collectively sought to
protect our individual interests through highlighting
loopholes in legislation that affect us, such as BER
Assessor qualifications. 
This current year has seen CIBSE Ireland set up the
first ever Building Services Young Engineers Network
branch based in Dublin. It is anticipated that this will give
a voice to the young engineers in the Dublin region,
promote participation by young engineers in the work of
CIBSE Ireland, and offer them the opportunity to enhance
their careers and broaden their professional networks.
We have recently received requests from young
engineers interested in participation and hope to convene
our first meeting of the YEN Dublin branch in March/April. 
My ambition as CIBSE Careers & Young Engineers
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So, by now you all probably know
more about pensions, terms of
employment and financial
regulations than you care to
remember. I know that I do! 
We have lived through the 
worst global recession in 80
years and should have a 
better understanding of how
unsustainable our success was,
and how much it is dependent 
on the success of others.
Keith Mellon
Building Services Young Engineers Network
Spirit of Ireland … spirit of unity
Keith Mellon, CIBSE Careers & Young Engineers Network Officer.
Keith holds a BEng in Building Services from DIT Bolton Street,
and is currently halfway through an MSc in Energy Management
from DIT Kevin Street. He previously worked for Varming
Consulting Engineers and Hochtief Facility Management Ireland.
Keith joined the CIBSE Ireland Committee in 2008 and is the
Careers and Young Engineers Network Officer, currently working
with third level institutions to promote CIBSE and setting up the
first Building Services Young Engineers Network in Ireland.
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Network Officer is to create a spirit of participation by
young engineers. There is something of a void within
the industry at present between graduation from third
level and senior engineer level, where the vast majority
of engineers do not get the opportunity to have a voice,
or participate in a wider debate, on issues of interest 
to them.
CIBSE Ireland recognises how important students at
second and third level are to the future of engineering
as a whole, and specifically building services
engineering. Second level students today are presented
with infinitely-more information to shape and guide their
ambitions for the future through the internet and other
forms of media. We are developing and strengthening
our links with second level schools and third level
institutions through careers and membership
information sessions, and would encourage employers
interested to come forward to highlight the opportunities
they may have in the short-term future for graduates,
and the medium-term for second level students. 
We must compete with other industries such as
banking, retail, communications and other engineering
disciplines for the best and brightest students, to
produce the best engineers and ultimately deliver on
their ambitions to create landmark designs and raise
the standard of building services engineering.
I have been surprised at how relatively few
consultancies actually lend their voice to the CIBSE
Ireland committee. While acknowledging that there are
a number of related professional institutions in Ireland,
CIBSE is dedicated to supporting the science, art and
practice of building services engineering. We do this
through engaging our membership to determine your
needs and facilitating those requirements through CPD
events, our award nights, and the annual conference. 
I would encourage more consultancies and individual
engineers to engage with us to help us meet your ever-
changing needs in these increasingly-competitive times. 
This year represents probably the most significant
challenge in living memory for almost every building
services consultancy in Ireland. Having endured the
devasttation wreaked on the industry in 2009, we are
now trying to avoid the double-dip downturn and
achieve some form of stability. Everybody wants to be
engaged with the current issues, everybody wants an
edge and everybody wants to be a step ahead of the
competition. However, for our industry to remain healthy
we must work together, challenge each other and
ensure that our horizons extend further than the lottery
of the next fee proposal. Entrenchment is a natural
reaction to adversity but now, more than ever, we 
must come together to increase our chances of short 
to medium term successes, and to protect the future 
of the industry. 
Historically, we have seen positive competition with
James Joule and Lord Kelvin becoming great
companions, and negative competition with Thomas
Edison and Nikola Tesla advocating the respective
virtues of DC and AC current. The actions of Thomas
Edison left a horrendous blemish on his reputation. 
We as an industry can fortify the foundations of our
industry for future generations by working together,
collaborating to ensure that we are motivated,
challenged and educated enough to overcome the
roadblocks we are currently encountering, and will
continue to encounter, for some time into the future. 
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Patrick Crowley, winner of the SLL Medal for Excellence at the
joint CIBSE/DIT Student Awards, pictured with Awards sponsor
Gabriel Byrne, Managing Director, Enlighten. Paddy’s award led
to a stint working in NASA!
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back issues Boiler scrappage boost  The UK boiler scrappagescheme introduced just three
months ago has already led to
50,000 old, inefficient heating
systems being replaced. 
If only …
Carbon calculator 
The CIBSE carbon calculator 
for individual carbon-foot anlysis
is now available online at
www.cibse.org/carboncalculator
Dervan Haiti appeal  
As we went to press Brendan
Dervan of Dervan Engineering
had just completed a unique
music-playing marathon with
some friends to raise financial
aid for Haiti. To date e14,000 is
in the kitty – bs news will have 
a full report in the next issue 
but, in the meantime, he can 
be contacted at brendan@
dervanengineering.ie
Minister Ryan take a bow
As a total cynic when it comes to politicians, I have to say I was extremely
impressed with Eamon Ryan, Minister for Communications, Energy & Natural
Resources, when he attended the recent CIBSE Conference in Dublin 
to perform the official opening.
It was obvious as he chatted beforehand, and from the 
content of his address, that he not only has a genuine interest 
in his portfolio, but that he is also very knowledgable on all
matters relating to it.
However, even more impressive still was the fact that he 
asked for questions from the floor having delivered his address
– I’ve never known a Minister do that at such an event. 
Then, to cap it all, when he had answered all 
the questions, he sat with the other delegates to
listen to the next speaker’s address before leaving 
in a rush to make it back to the Dail for a 
cabinet meeting.
Very impressive Minister ... well done.
What function FÁS – training or dole 
queue reduction?      
As the national training and employment authority, I always understood FÁS
to be responsible for anticipating the needs of Ireland’s constantly-changing
labour market, and for training people to satisfy those needs.
I took it as read that, when accepting people on to particular courses, the
individuals concerned were professionally assessed by FÁS to ensure that they
had basic core skills, or education qualifications, appropriate to the course they
were embarking on.
For instance, allowing someone with no background, qualification or experience
in heating and plumbing say, undertake a gas or oil installer course would make
no sense. However, this is precisely what seems to be happening.
Where the fault lies is difficult to determine. It is very easy to blame FÁS, and no
doubt it has a responsibility in this area, but it too has a master, a political one at
that. It would appear that the urgency on the part of Government to get people off
the live register and on to any form of training scheme is taking precedence over
the vetting of who undertakes what course. 
Yes people need to be trained, and re-trained, to upskill and enhance their
employment opportunities. However, shoe-horning them in to trades and
professions for which they are blatently unsuited is counter-productive and
extremely damaging.
This practice is particularly prevalent in the gas installer and heating sector at
present, unless Minister Hanafin directs FÁS to address the matter, a serious gas-
related incident seems inevitable.
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